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Abstract
This study aims to analyze the closure of an Office Depot store in the Greater Cincinnati
Area. The store closed six months after its grand opening. There are three major office
supply store chains – Office Depot, Office Max and Staples – each having multiple store
locations in Cincinnati, Ohio. The fact that this particular store was closed after six months
of operation begs the question “what are the reasons behind its closure?” The hypothesis
of this study is that the location of the store influences its sales potential and the closure of
store is related to its low sale potential. This study developed a sales potential model that is
modified from the Huff Model to evaluate individual store’s performance. The model
considers the attraction and accessibility of individual stores and the spatial distribution
and spending of potential customers. It is implemented in ArcView GIS through an Avenue
script. Results show that the closed store is under-performing due to its low accessibility
and low utility. It is perhaps more cost-effective for Office Depot to close the store. This
model provides a reasonable explanation for store closure from a geographic perspective.
Had this type of analysis been conducted before the actual investment was made, such
failed expansion by Office Depot could have been avoided, and the chain would have saved
a considerable amount of money.  This model can be applied to other retail marketing
analyses, such as forecasting the impact of the expansion of a retail store on the rest of the
retail market and selecting the location for a new store.

INTRODUCTION
As a major supplier of office products, Office Depot had five stores in the Greater
Cincinnati Area before 2001. The main competitors of Office Depot are Office Max and
Staples, each having five and nine stores respectively (Figure 1). Most stores are located
near the 275 Loop and the Interstate Highway 71 and 75.

In spring 2001 an Office Depot store on Beechmont Avenue, in the eastern suburb of
Cincinnati near the southeast corner of the 275 Loop, was closed 6 months after its grand
opening. What caused the store’s closure? Although the viability of a retail store is affected
by many factors, such as financial situation and business management, store location is
considered among the most important ones. Hence, it is logical to conduct a location
analysis for this store. The results might help explain its closure from a geographical
perspective.
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Figure 1: Office Supply Stores in the Greater Cincinnati Area.

A typical office supply store has two types of operations: its in-store operations seek to
address the retail needs of customers; while its delivery operations focus on serving for
orders through catalogs or the Internet. Table 1 shows the total sales of Office Depot in
fiscal year 2000 were $11,569.7 million, $6,487.552 million  (or 56.1% of the total) were
from its retail division (Office Depot, 2000). According to the Staples (2000), sales by
retailing, catalog ordering and online shopping were 65.8% (Table 1), 22.9%, and 4.8%,
respectively, as a percentage of total sales. The numbers suggest that in-store retailing is
still the most important and largest revenue generating operation. Therefore, sales by office
supplies through in-store retailing can be considered as a major determinant of the
performance of an office supply store.

Table 1: Number of stores, total sales and retail percentage of Staples, Office Depot and Office Max in the fiscal
year of 2000 (Sources: Staples (2000), Office Depot (2000), Office Max (2000)).

Office Depot Staples Office Max
Number of stores 1,002 1,307 995
Total sales of year 2000 ( in million U.S. dollars) 11,569.7 10,674 5,156.4
Retail as a percent of total sales 56.1% 65.8% N/A

Because the actual sales of the individual stores are not available, this study applies a
modified Huff’s model (Huff, 1963) to calculate the in-store sales potential of each store.
The closure of a store may be related to its low sale potential.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF RESEARCH ON RETAIL LOCATION
Retail growth is achieved through a variety of business strategies, which are also called the
retail marketing mix. The retail market mix consists of many components, which illustrate
the complex interplay of many economic and market forces. Birkin et al. (1996)
summarized this mix into the 4 popular Ps of marketing: product, price, promotion and
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place.  Others also include store image (Swinyard, 1997; Erdem et al., 1999) and consumer
data processing (Beaumont, 1988, 1991). Among the marketing mix, store location is well
accepted to be central to successful retail growth strategies (Birkin et al., 1996; Clarke and
Rowley, 1995), since all other components have a spatial context. George Davies (1991),
head of the Next chain, UK, made a forceful point in his autobiography that “if you set up
your shop in a wrong place, you’ll never do much business.” It highlights the “location,
location, location” maxim that most real estate professionals hold dearly to their heart.

The study of retail location selection can be traced back to 1930’s when Hotelling (1929)
explained the clustering of similar stores. The central-place theory (Christaller, 1933)
provided the simplest model of store-choice, the “nearest-neighbor” model, in which
customers patronize the nearest store, that is, consumers minimize distance and hence the
travel cost. Reilly (1931) proposed the famous Law of Retail Gravitation by combining the
effects on patronage of both distance and center attractiveness. Giving two stores with
different sizes, the break point of the two trade areas is not in the middle of the two stores,
instead it moves towards the smaller store. Therefore the larger store has a bigger trade
area. However, Reilly’s model is still a deterministic model that assumes a consumer
always goes to the same store. Huff (1963) developed a probabilistic model base on the
assumption that the customers patronize competing shopping centers on the basis of their
overall “utility”, which is positively related to the store size and inversely related to
consumer’s travel time to a store. Huff’s probabilistic model of store choice was considered
to be “the single most significant postwar contribution to spatial interaction theory”
(Clarkson et al., 1996).

During the past two decades, the fierce competition in the retail market has forced retailers
to adopt more rigorous and more sophisticated approaches to locational decision making.
The use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and spatial decision support systems
(SDSSs) has been a growing trend, reflecting the declining cost of computer hardware and
software (Beaumont, 1991; Clarke and Rowley, 1995; Birkin et al., 1996; Hernandez and
Bennison, 2000).

METHODOLOGY
The closure of the Beechmont Office Depot store can be thought of as a “functional
reconfiguration” of the Office Depot chain. The concept of functional configuration was
originally developed by Cardwell (1997) in a study on branch closure strategy. The goal of
functional reconfiguration is to redevelop an existing retail chain into one that is more cost
effective through the removal of under-performing stores. Therefore, evaluating store
performance is the key to studying a closure strategy. Specifically, in this study, the closure
of the Beechmont Office Depot store is investigated by:

1. comparing the company performance of Office Depot before and after the opening
of the new store (the Beechmont Office Depot store);

2. comparing the store performance of the Beechmont Office Depot store  to that of
other Office Depot stores;

3. comparing the store performance of the Beechmont Office Depot store  to that of its
competitors (Office Max stores and Staples stores).

These comparisons were based on the assumption that the opening of the new store would
not increase the total demand for office products in the study area. In other words, the total
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demand for office products is assumed to be the same before and after the opening of the
new store.

Choice probability
The Huff Model has been widely used to estimate sales potential for a retail store. The
probability of consumer at statistical unit i traveling to a store j can be expressed as follows:

Pij = (Sj/Tij
λ)/∑j(Sj/Tij

λ)

Where Sj is the square footage of store j, Tij is the traveling time from statistical unit i to a
store j, and λ is an empirically determined parameter to reflect the effect of traveling time
on shopping.

Square footage
For Staples stores, the standard floor space is approximately 24,000 square feet. Office Max
has a similar store size of 23,500 square feet. However, starting in 2001, the store format of
Office Max will be changed to a more efficient size of 20,000 square feet. An Office Depot
store typically has a floor space of 20,000 square feet. The actual square footage of
individual stores (see second column of Table 2) in the Greater Cincinnati Area was
measured by one of the authors.

Table 2: Highway accessibility coefficients, square footage, sales potential and performance of office supply stores

Stores* Square
footage

Highway
accessibility

coefficient

Annual
sales

potentialb

Annual
sales

potentiala
Change

(%)

Perform-
anceb

($/sq. ft.)

Perform-
ancea

($/sq. ft.)
S_beechmont 25500 0.028 $1,943,906 $1,652,265 -15.0 76 65
S_cinti 19000 0.124 $9,524,391 $9,342,996 -1.9 501 492
S_colerain 24000 0.027 $2,222,187 $2,199,288 -1.0 93 92
S_florence 25500 0.046 $2,507,870 $2,462,547 -1.8 98 97
S_kenwood 19000 0.073 $3,976,046 $3,906,872 -1.7 209 206
S_perin 21000 0.069 $4,252,806 $4,205,042 -1.1 203 200
S_glenway 24000 0.018 $1,899,756 $1,880,322 -1.0 79 78
S_hamilton 21000 0.022 $1,228,900 $1,220,038 -0.7 59 58
S_mason 24000 0.048 $2,898,320 $2,857,349 -1.4 121 119
M_colerain 23500 0.061 $4,311,337 $4,268,394 -1.0 183 182
M_florence 23500 0.044 $2,157,109 $2,115,482 -1.9 92 90
M_symmes 23500 0.053 $3,112,286 $3,067,306 -1.4 132 131
M_eastgate 23500 0.042 $2,407,419 $2,260,779 -6.1 102 96
M_tricounty 23500 0.031 $1,892,551 $1,869,561 -1.2 81 80
D_cinti 20000 0.060 $3,769,150 $3,697,175 -1.9 188 185
D_blueash 30000 0.096 $7,879,025 $7,757,539 -1.5 263 259
D_hamilton 20000 0.036 $2,084,880 $2,068,427 -0.8 104 103
D_beechmont 20000 0.022 $1,328,561 66
D_prince 30000 0.041 $3,488,742 $3,450,433 -1.1 116 115
D_florence 20000 0.059 $3,025,096 $2,971,430 -1.8 151 149
S_average 22556 0.0505 $3,383, 798 $3,302,969 -2.39 150 146
M_average 23500 0.0462 $2,776140 $2,716,304 -2.16 118 116
D_average 23333 0.0523 $4,049,379 $3,545,594 -12.44 169 152

*Note: S_ - Staples, M_ - Office Max, D_ - Office Depot
b – before the opening of the Beechmont Office Depot; a – after the opening of the beachmont Office Depot

Travel time
The census tract was chosen as the statistical unit in this study. Traveling time Tij was
calculated from the centroid of census tract i to store j as an accumulated ratio of on-street
distance over the posted speed limit. This was calculated in a GIS by running a script
written by the authors.
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Distance exponent
Since λ reflects the impedance of traveling, it is actually a distance decay factor. In this
study, it was assumed to be 2, which has been commonly used in spatial interaction models.

Modified probability by highway accessibility
Highway accessibility of a store is an important factor that influences consumer’s choice of
patronage. This study incorporates this accessibility into Huff’s original model as a
correction coefficient. The modified probability is shown below:

P_mij = (fjSj/Tij
λ)/∑j(fjSj/Tij

λ)

where fj is accessibility coefficient of store j. It is determined by the inverse square root of
average travel time from the four nearest highway exits to store j in comparison to other
stores (see third column of Table 2). A store with a larger accessibility coefficient is more
accessible from highways.

Sales potential
The expected annual sales potential for store j from statistical unit i is calculated as:

E(Aij) = P_mij * Ci * Bi

Where Ci is the number of consumers in statistical unit i, and Bi is the annual amount of
budget on office products by consumers in statistical unit i.

The number of consumers
The number of consumers is treated as the number of households in this study. It is
estimated from the population of a census tract. Assuming there is an average of 3 persons
in a household, the number of households in each census tract is a ratio of population over
3. The national average of the number of persons per household is about 2.5. However,
because Cincinnati is a family oriented and relatively conservative area, this number is
expected to be higher than the national average.

Expenditure on office supplies
Median household income is used to estimate the budget for office products. Marketing
research (Third Wave Research, 2002) has shown that the spending on office products
depends on household income.  Table 3 gives the average annual household spending on
office products for different household income levels. The percentage of expenditure was
calculated using the expenditure and the midpoint of household income range (e.g. for
households with income between $15,000 and $24,999, the midpoint of income range is
$20,000). However, for households with income below $14,999, $10,000 was used in the
calculation of percentage of expenditure on office products and $100,000 was used for
households with income beyond $100,000. These percentages of expenditure were later
used to estimate the budget available for office products for each census tract.

Table 3: U.S. annual household spending on office products (Third Wave Research, 2002).
Household income ($/year) Average expenditure on

office products ($/year)
Expenditure as a percentage

 of income (%)
<= 14999 85.9 0.86
15000 - 24999 62.6 0.31
25000 - 34999 75.9 0.25
35000 - 49999 87.5 0.21
45000 - 74999 119.8 0.19
85000 - 99999 170.2 0.19
 >= 100000 192.1 0.19
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Pricing
In addition to floor space, travel time and accessibility, price of a store is also considered to
significantly affect consumers’ choice of patronage. A comparison of prices for major
office products between the three chains has shown that there is no significant difference in
pricing.  Therefore, pricing was not considered in this study.

Evaluating store performance
Store performance is measured by the annual sales potential per unit of floor space of a
store (See Table 2). Similarly, for a multi-store chain, the overall performance of the store
chain is calculated as the ratio of the total annual sales potential of the chain over the total
floor space (See the last three rows of Table 2).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Estimated annual sales potentials are listed in Table 2. As is expected, the estimated sales
potentials of all existing stores decreased after the opening of the Beechmont Office Depot
store. Also noted is that the two stores that had the largest estimated sale reduction are the
Beechmont Staples store (-15.0%) and the Eastgate Office Max store (-6.1%), which are
closest to the new Office Depot store. This suggests that the opening of a new store poses
competition to existing stores, especially to those near by. The new Office Depot store drew
some customers away from competing stores, which increased the overall market share of
the Office Depot. However, the new Office Depot store also attracts some customers from
existing Office Depot stores, which consequently reduced their sales potentials. In fact,
Office Depot experienced the largest drop (-12.44%) on its average sales potential, as
compared to a drop of  (–2.39%) for Staples and (–2.16%) for Office Max.

In terms of performance, the new Office Depot store generates $66 of sales per square foot,
which is much lower than $169 (Table 2), the average of the other five office stores before
the opening of the new store. The opening of the new store significantly decreased the
average performance of Office Depot stores from $169 to $152, while it only slightly
affected the performance of Staples (from $150 to $146) and Office Max stores (from $118
to $116).

The new Office Depot store is the least accessible from highway exits, among all Office
Depot stores. It has one of the lowest accessibility coefficients among all the office supply
stores in the Greater Cincinnati Area. Moreover, the new Office Depot store has smaller
floor space, therefore lower utility, compared to most of its competitors.

In summary, the opening of the new Office Depot store increased the overall market share
of Office Depot, but it significantly downgraded the potential sales and performance of
individual Office Depot stores. The gain on overall sales may not to able to offset the drop
on performance; therefore the investment on the new store may not be cost effective. This
may be a major reason why Office Depot closed this new store only six months after its
grand opening.

CONCLUSION
In this case study, the closure of an Office Depot store was investigated. This study focused
on how the store opening/closure affected the overall performance of Office Depot and thus
explained the closure decision. A spatial interaction model based the Huff Model was used
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to evaluate individual retail stores’ performance. Results show that the new store was
under-performing due to its low accessibility and low utility. Therefore it’s more cost-
effective for Office Depot to close the store.

It should be noted that not all stores that carry office supplies are included in the analysis.
Super markets such as WalMart, KMart, Kroger, Meijer and Biggs, to a lesser extent, also
sell office supplies. However, Office Depot, Staples and Office Max are the only
specialized office supply stores in Cincinnati.

The modified Huff Model gave a reasonable explanation for the store closure from a
geographic perspective. It would also be useful in other retail marketing analysis, such as
forecasting the impact of the expansion of a retail store on the rest of retail market and site
location of a new store.

The implementation of a spatial interaction model always requires intensive calculation. In
this study, the implementation of the modified Huff Model was conducted in ArcView GIS.
With GIS, such calculation can be automated by programming. Moreover, GIS made it
possible to obtain actual traveling distance/time, instead of Euclidean distance, which made
the model more accurate. Therefore, this case study is not only an example of examining
retail store closure by location analysis, but also a demonstration of GIS as a powerful tool
for geographical analysis.
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